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In this thesis, we are concerned with the distribution of integers with prescribed

arithmetic structure. We also include an application to bounds of character sums in

Chapter 6.

In Chapter 1, we consider a problem in Diophantine approximation. Let ‖·‖ be

the distance to the nearest integer function. For any ε > 0, we acquire an asymptotic

formula for the number of solutions n ≤ x to

‖αn + β‖ < x−1/4+ε,

where n is [ y, z]-smooth (numbers whose prime factors lie in the interval [ y, z] ⊆ [1, x])

for infinitely many real numbers x. In addition, we also establish an asymptotic formula

with an extra square-free condition on n. Moreover, if α is quadratic irrational, then

the asymptotic formulas hold for all sufficiently large x.

Our tools come from the Harman sieve [6], which we adapt suitably to sieve

for [ y, z]-smooth numbers. The arithmetic information comes from estimates for

exponential sums. The results in Chapter 1 have been published in [11].

In Chapter 2, we consider a variant of a conjecture (EOSC) due to Erdős et al. [4],

which states that for all sufficiently large q, every reduced residue class modulo q can

be written as a product of two primes, each no more than q. We establish estimates for

the number of ways to represent any reduced residue class as a product of a prime and

an integer free of small prime factors. That is, for (a, q) = 1 and a positive real number

z, we count the number of pairs (p, u) such that

pu ≡ a (mod q),

where prime p ≤ x, u ≤ y and the smallest prime factor of u is no less than z. The best

results we obtain are conditional on the generalised Riemann hypothesis (GRH). Our
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proof technique uses the Harman sieve [6] together with the arithmetic information

supplied by bounds for multiplicative character sums.

In Chapter 3, we consider yet another variant of EOSC. We obtain an asymptotic

formula for the number of ways to represent every reduced residue class as a product

of a prime and a square-free integer. Specifically, for (a, q) = 1, we count the number

of pairs (p, s) such that

ps ≡ a (mod q),

where prime p ≤ P, square-free s ≤ S. The main tool is a bound for the Kloostermann

sum over primes provided by Fouvry and Shparlinski [5].

In Chapter 4, we derive new lower bounds on the number of smooth square-free

integers up to x in residue classes modulo a prime p, relatively large compared to

x, which in some ranges of p and x improve that of Balog and Pomerance [1]. We

also obtain an estimate on the smallest square-full integer in almost all residue classes

modulo a prime p. This is joint work with Munsch and Shparlinski and has been

published in [9].

In Chapter 5, we consider a relaxation of the binary Goldbach conjecture, which

states that all even integers greater than two can be written as the sum of two primes.

Uniformly for small q and (a, q) = 1, we obtain an estimate for the weighted number of

ways a sufficiently large integer N can be represented as the sum of a prime congruent

to a modulo q and a square-free integer. That is, we obtain an estimate for the quantity

Ra,q(N) :=
∑

N=p+n
p≡a (mod q)

µ2(n) log p.

Here µ is the Möbius function. Our method is based on the notion of a local model

developed by Ramaré [10] and may be viewed as an abstract circle method.

In Chapter 6, we provide a refinement of the classical Burgess bound for multi-

plicative character sums modulo a prime number q. This continues a series of previous

logarithmic improvements, which are mostly due to Iwaniec and Kowalski [7]. In

particular, for any nontrivial multiplicative character χ modulo a prime q and any

integer r ≥ 2, we show that

∑

M<n≤M+N

χ(n) = O(N1−1/rq(r+1)/4r2

(log q)1/4r),

which sharpens previous results by a factor of (log q)1/4r. Our improvement comes

from averaging over numbers with no small prime factors rather than an interval as

in previous approaches. This is joint work with Kerr and Shparlinski [8]. Finally, we

remark that de la Bretèche and Munsch [2] and de la Bretèche et al. [3] have improved

our result building on this idea.
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